Talking points amongst peer undergraduate mentees:

- What college they are from
  - Can talk about GEs and college-specific topics together to bond
- What major they are and what courses they are taking
  - Can get them to know other people if they’re taking the same class
- Organizations/clubs they might be interested in/professional organizations or chapters
  - Can lead to talking about hobbies too
- Plans after this career-
  - Did the go straight into industry or grad school? What are the benefits and pros of both?

Talking points amongst mentees and graduate mentors:

- Mentees asking mentors:
  - What they are studying and what department they are in
  - What research they’re doing in and which lab they are in
    - A little bit broader: what it’s like being a researcher
  - Where they went for their undergrad and why they chose UCSD for grad school
  - If they have worked in industry before coming to grad school/ if they got an internship during undergrad

Expectations:
Mentees can say things such as:
“As a JUMP mentee to you, I expect…

- You to create a respectful and a welcoming environment for people of all backgrounds in the JUMP community
- You to willingly and approachably answer any relevant questions I have
- You to proactively show us that you care about supporting us academic-wise, career-wise, etc.
- You to successfully lead us in small groups to successfully become a tightly-knit community that is built on trust, support, and passion